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June 12th 2020

Message from Mrs Williams
I trust you are all continuing to keep safe and well. Whilst we are slowly growing accustomed to the new
norm, it still feels strange.
I was personally saddened to hear the announcement this week that not all pupils would be returning
before the summer break. All the staff at Fairway want all children back in school, but under these
circumstances and for various reasons, it just isn’t possible. I want to say sorry to all the children in
Years 2,3,4 & 5 and look forward to the time in which we can all be together again.
For the moment we assume that we will be fully operational from September, but we can’t guarantee
that and will be guided by the government guidelines and the Multi Academy Trust on what we believe
is best for our children. We will keep you up to date as and when we are able to.
We continue to grow in pupil numbers for those that are eligible. As you know we are a small school and
the provision and staffing is reviewed on a regular basis. Depending on your request and timing, we may
not be able to accommodate your child straight away. Please bear with us, we are working hard to keep
up with ever changing landscape.
Take care and stay safe.

Planning for September, what do parents need to know?


Office and designated teaching staff are preparing for the new Reception intake. Look out for
communication before the end of term. Obviously, due to COVID19, arrangements will be very
different to previous years.



Mrs Rowlands and other staff will be doing their upmost best to prepare the Year 6 children
for transition to secondary school. This includes virtual meetings with secondary staff so they
have all the information. Transition for all other year groups is being explored.



Staff are being allocated their new year groups. Once this is finalised, you and your children
will be informed



The new curriculum needs to be planned for September. With children not being in school for
what will be 5 months, we can not simply pick up where we left off. We will be significantly
adapting what and how would normally be taught.

End of year Reports

Despite the children not having been in school since March, we are still required to produce an end
of year report. This will look different to previous years as we will not be providing a teacher
assessment. Effort and progress up to March 2020 will be shared. You will receive the reports in
July. Upon receipt, should you wish to discuss the content with your child’s class teacher, a
telephone consultation can be arranged.

Safeguarding and promoting welfare is everyone’s responsibility

Class Email Reminder

year1@fairwayprimary.co.uk
year2@fairwayprimary.co.uk
year3@fairwayprimary.co.uk
year4@fairwayprimary.co.uk
year5@fairwayprimary.co.uk
year6@fairwayprimary.co.uk

Class teachers and teaching assistants will be making
phone calls over the next couple of weeks to check in
and speak to their pupils. The number will be blocked,
so please try to answer the calls if you received an
unrecognised number. It could be Fairway.

Fairway Fox
For the past week I have been attentively looking out of my office window as staff have
spotted a fox in the playground. I haven’t seen him/her yet, but we really do have a Fairway
Fox! Any idea for names? Let me know.

Fairway Fox would like to say well done to….
Heidi for an excellent description
of a scene

Yasmin for following a YouTube video
tutorial and producing this!

Joshua for filming and
writing about hedgehogs

Year 6 class attending Fairway for this amazing work

For further great work, please go onto our Twitter
page using the Twitter icon at the top left hand
corner of the homepage on our website
Summer Reading Challenge

...our top 5 TTSRockstars Champs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lucy -Yr4
Holly - Yr4
Amelia - Yr6
Karim– Yr4
Yasmin-Yr4

Join the Silly Squad this year and discover some amazing
books to read. You can also play games and earn points.
Go to https://summerreadingchallenge.org.uk/
Let us know in September
how you get on.

Safeguarding and promoting welfare is everyone’s responsibility

